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Please note that all material reflected in this letter/document consists of a selection of years 
of research from various sources and personal experience as a diagnosed Variegate 
Porphyria patient for 23 years.  I have no formal medical education, and can only advise on 
personal experience.  With the help of professionals, patients, family and friends, I have 
survived, learnt, documented, researched, combined information and simplified the research 
to get the message across with as little confusion as possible. I share my information in good 
will and you will ultimately have to work with a professional to deal with Porphyria. 
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GENERAL POINTS 

 

➔ Magnesit (Magnesium) helps with the production / transport process of oxygen in the 
body. This has worked wonders on a personal level. 

   

➔ D10 is the famous glucose drip which Porphyrics are given to  stop / slow down the 
attack. (Some patients may be on a higher dose, depending on their particular 
circumstances).  
Stay away from chocolate (the sugar does not get absorbed on cellular level, and it picks 
you up and drops you too fast - stick to Glucose), bread (the yeast can cause havoc, and 
again - the sugar thing. Go for whole grain if you have to). 

  

➔ Watch what fruits you can eat, and which ones can leave you feeling bloated (a lot of 
the time the fuit skins can be harsh for the gut),  watch out for over ripe fruits - the 
fermentation caused personal issues for me (in particular- melon, pears, goose berries, 
banana, to name a few examples). 

  

➔ As explained in previous literature , Red Grapes, Broccoli, Brussels sprouts are a no-no 
for Porphyrics (it stimulates the production of porpherins) ------ please keep in mind this 
document is simplified so that the message is easy to get across. I have not gone into 
medical terminology, the focus has been on getting the message across as easily as 
possible.  
 

➔ How do you do with pasta, brown rice, Risotto, potatoes, Sweet potatoes and 
butternut? 

(These seem to be my best friends). I eat very clean, and try not to include full cream dairy and 
fatty Proteins in my diet. 

 

➔ Cheese makes my gut slack and inflamed, so I only eat rich cheeses on special occasions 
(then I stick to about 30g - this equals one portion of high fat protein) I eat Cottage 
Cheese and Parmesan and sometimes ricotta. Yellow and smelly cheese causes havoc in 
out body, and inflammation will follow with a whole lot of pain!  Not worth it. 

 

➔ Some Veg are also harsh for us to consume  - Green peppers, sweet corn, spinage, garlic, 
cabbage I keep to a minimum. 

  

➔ Yeast is hidden in many foods and beverages – it acts as an trigger for me – be mindful 

and take a couple of days just to focus on what contains yeast, and how it makes you 

feel. Some amounts are tolerable, but others are a trigger without fail. 
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT 

 

 

 

Changing your diet is a lifestyle change - it is difficult, daunting and a lot of work as you probably 
have to learn how to cook differently too - for a porphyric this is often much to absorb and help 
will be needed to make these changes.  
It is a long process, no one said it would be easy  but changes are needed, don’t put it off for 
tomorrow, start now and make it a priority. 
  
I had to accept that I would have to look at food in a new light,  eating food with little or no 
taste. It was not easy in the beginning adjusting to this and I cant say that I find joy in this but it 
is the best MEDICINE for me. 
  
Gradually as we learn more about our foods, we are able to play around and see what works to  
bring to bring  flavor and texture to our new way of eating. Once we stop wishing for the "happy 
comfort food that brings us pleasure, we discover a whole new world of uncomplicated and 
wonderfully subtle and nurturing flavors that have been masked with all sorts of preservatives 
and unnatural substances!  
It is liberating to FEEL how your body starts to look forward and welcomes the healthy foods, 
rather that our brain being stimulated with saturated fat, high contents of salts and sugars! My 
rule is; if I don't know what is in it, I don't want to reward my body with it! 
  
Porphyria gave me a rough time, to say the least  - but through all the heartache, torture, pain 
and loss, one "thing" almost NEVER FAILED me, it fought with me, and when my mind gave up, it 
fought without me! 
It became my BEST FRIEND and although I cannot always trust its physical strength, it is THE ONE 
THING I CAN TRUST in its nature. 
“The will of always being loyal” ---- MY BODY is that best friend. 
  
MY BODY has gone through so much with me, because of me, and because of VP, and yet it 
keeps me going. The least I can do I to keep it healthy, happy and loved where I can. A change of 
perspective is often the missing ingredient in making life changes.... 
  
(With diet and exercise it is no different. Please note: if I say diet - I refer to nutrional and good 
eating habits - not starving ourselves! This is a massive trigger to us, as well as vigorous 
exercise!!!)   
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Nurture your body, find the shortcuts, simplicity is best.... its NOT your body's fault that you 
have a rare disease - it suffers with you! I had to stop punishing my body, start believing in it 
again, stop being self serving in what "makes me temporary happy" and start dealing with the 
fact that VP is here to stay, but with my best friend "BODY", I will never be alone, and together 
we can inspire not only ourselves, but others too. 
  

FOOD IS MY MEDICINE. 
MOVEMENT IS MY THERAPY. 
EXCEPTANCE IS MY SPIRITUAL AWAKENING. 
MINDFULNESS IS MY FULLTIME JOB. 
KEEPING BALANCE IS MY JOURNEY. 
LAUGHING and SMILING IS MY SECRET WEAPON. 
CRYING REMINDS ME HOW STRONG I AM. 
                                                        - Aletta Longari 

  

 


